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ABSTRACT 
Our approach not only achieves maximum resource utilization using the proportional share model 

(PSM), but also delivers provably and adaptively optimal performance efficacy. We also design a novel 

multi attribute range query protocol for locating efficient nodes. Converse to existing results which often 

generates bulky messages per request, our algorithms along with PG-CAN set up are used to produce 

weightless queries per task on the Content Addressable Network (CAN). It works effectively to find for 

each task its qualified resources under a randomized policy that mitigates the contention among 

requesters. Pointer Gossiping is responsible for finding those nodes that are not reachable and the faulty 

nodes are identified and re-routing is done. This set up can produce an improvement in system output 

that can access large number of computers is connected by a high speed network. Multiple cloud users 

can request number of cloud services simultaneously. Overload avoidance is maintained in which it 

leads to achieve good performance. 

 

KEYWORDS: Content Addressable Network, Dynamic Optimal Proportional Share (DOPS), Pointer Gossiping Content 

Addressable Network (PG-CAN), Public Share Model (PSM),Self Organizing Cloud (SOC). 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 Cloud computing is a concept used to describe a variety of computing concepts that involve a large number 
of computers connected through a real-time communication network such as the Internet [1]. Cloud computing 
is equivalent for distributed computing over a network, and means the capability to run a program or application 
on many connected computers at the identical time [3]. The words also more commonly refers to network-based 
services, which appear to be support by real server hardware, and are in case distribute by virtual hardware, 
simulated by software operating on one or more real machines [2]. The cloud also targets on maximizing the 
effectiveness of the shared resources. Cloud resources are usually not only shared by multiple users but are also 
dynamically reallocated per demand [8].The resource needs of all the Virtual machines must be satisfied by the 
physical Machines with sufficient capacity [9]. 
 
II. Overview of Cloud computing: 
2.1. Structure of cloud computing: 
 Figure.2 shows Cloud Architecture. The main goal of the cloud computing is to allocate the resources 
necessary to complete the task that is in pending in server. 
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Fig. 1: Cloud Architecture. 
 
2.2. Various  cloud computing Service Models: 
Cloud computing consists of three elementary service models:  
1. Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to use the provider’s 
applications running on a cloud infrastructure. . Examples: Caspio, Google Apps, Salesforce. 
2. Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the cloud 
infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages and tools 
supported by the provider. Examples: Windows Azure, Google App. 
3. Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): The capability provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the 
cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired applications created using programming languages and tools 
supported by the provider. Examples: Amazon EC2, Go Grid, iland. 

 
2.3. Various Cloud Computing Deployment Models: 
 TABLE I shows various types and purposes of cloud computing in deployment models. 
 
Table 1: Cloud Computing Deployment Models. 

Cloud types Purpose Model Typical User Examples 

 

Typically replace 
existingthat computes 
network and storage 

system 

Public 
Private 
Hybrid 

Large enterprises Mid-Size 
companies 

Amazon AWS 
RackSpaceGoGridSavvisTere

mark 

 

Provide on-demand 
business services 

Public Large enterprise SMBs 
Saleforce.com ZOHO Google 

Apps NetsuiteDropBox 

 

Provide on-lifestyle 
convenience 

Public Clients, Consumers 

Flicker, Picassa Pandora, 
Spotify itunes, iCloud 

OpenTable Netflix, Flixster 
YouTube, Vimeo 

 
III. Existing System: 
 As a basic difference to existing scheme, we plan in such a way that the resource allocation problem to be a 
convex optimization problem. In existing even after finding the qualified resources some node get disqualified 
due to network failure and the task remain pending in the server. Given a user task within its resource 
requirement and a specific budget, we first prove that the optimal resource scheduled on a qualified node that 
can minimize the execution time of jobs. Our propose show that it is nontrivial to resolve such a convex 
optimization problem precisely via a brute-force strategy and the interior point method. We further suggest an 
algorithm to optimize the time period of job execution on a qualified resource node, given its current budget and 
acceptable quality of service (QoS).We additionally show that fault detection and auto recovery scheme when 
the fault has occurred during execution of jobs. 
 
3.1.Disadvantages: 
1. The multi attribute range query issue. 
2. The convex optimization issue. 
3. No fault-tolerance support and rectifying the fault.      
4. Fails in identifying the Unqualified nodes 
5. Overload of job in one specific server. 
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Fig. 3: Architecture Diagram of Existing System. 
 
IV.Proposed System: 
 We propose novel cloud architecture, namely self-organizing cloud (SOC), which can link a large number 
of desktop computers on the Internet by a P2P network. In SOC, each take part in   computer acts as both a 
resource provider and a resource consumer. They work autonomously for locating nodes with more abundant 
resource or unique services in the network to offload some of their tasks, at the identical time they could build 
multiple virtual machine instances for executing tasks submitted from others whenever they have idle resources. 
Focusing on two key issues in the design of SOC 
1) The multi attribute range query issues in a fully decentralized surroundings for locating a qualified node to 
satisfy a user task’s resource demand with bounded delay. 
2)  How to optimize a job execution time period by determining the optimal shares of the multi attribute 
resources to allocate to the tasks with various QoS constraints, such as the expected execution time and limited 
budget. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Architecture Diagram of Proposed System. 
 
 The Proposed System comprises the following modules: 
 
4.1. Creation of Jobs: 
 Initially, the user creates the job that he desire to operate. The user can specify the priority by which the 
tasks have to be executed. The user is able to define the server name in which the task has to be scheduled. 
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4.2. Job Allocation Strategy: 
 Once the job is created, the manager updates the job based on the user specified priority that to be executed 
on the server. The optimal resource vector is also computed in this module for the processes. Based on this 
optimal resource vector, the resources are allotted for the jobs that are created by the user. 
 
4.3.Optimal Resource Allocation: 
 Optimal resource allocation occurs if it satisfies two conditions: 1) the product of price vector and expected 
resource vector should be less than the budget. 2) Expected resource vector should be less than or equal to the 
available resource vector. Optimal resource vector must satisfy Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. In 
order to solve the conditions and inequalities there are two traditional candidate strategies: 1) brute-force 
method 2) interior point method. 
 
4.4. Optimal Proportional Share Allocation: 
 The key idea is to redistribute available resources among running tasks dynamically, such that these tasks 
could use up the maximum capacity of each resource in a node. DOPS consists of two main procedures:  
 
1) Slice Handler:  
 It initiates periodically to equally scale the amount of resources allocated to tasks, such that each running 
task can obtain extra resources scheme to their demand along each resource dimension. Algorithm 1 shows Slice 
Handler Algorithm. 
 
Algorithm.1. Slice Handler Algorithm 

 
 
2) Event Handler:  
 It is accountable for resource rearrange upon the events of task arrival and completion. The issue is how to 
determine the optimal resource allocation upon task arrival and completion. Algorithm 2 shows Event Handler 
Algorithm. 
 
Algorithm.2. Slice Handler Algorithm 
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4.4. Faulty Node Identification Module: 
 Once the transmission started, the resources presents in the optimal routes, may suddenly becomes 
unqualified, due to the following reasons network fault, processor fault, media fault etc,.. 
 
4.5. Re-routing: 
 This module implements the Sun Grid Engine (SGE) Cluster that identifies the faulty node or unqualified 
node. This engine collects the details of the load balance status of main cloud server and also the remaining 
proxy cloud servers spread along the split-up zones.  
 
4.6. Pointer Gossiping CAN: 
 A resource discovery protocol, namely pointer-gossiping CAN (PG-CAN) is responsible for making sure 
every node in the system eventually knows important data about other node’s state including those that are 
unreachable. If there is any deactivation of the job during the execution, the fault s detected automatically and 
the job gets completed successfully. 
 
4.7. Task Scheduling: 
 In the task scheduling process, each task is allocated a resource using pointer relay algorithm. This protocol 
assigns the resource to process whenever it's being interrupted by other processes during its execution.  
 
4.8. Advantages: 
1.Contrary to existing solutions which often generate bulky messages per request, our protocol produces only 
one lightweight query message per task on the Content Addressable Network (CAN) using the Pointer 
Gossiping technique. 
2. Virtual machine multiplexing resource allocation. 
3. Optimal sources sharing. 
4. Identifies the faulty or unqualified nodes during transmission dynamically in both centralized and 
decentralized environment. 
5. Brute-force strategies and Interior-point method is applied in rectifying Convex Optimization Problem. 
 
V. Conclusion and Future Work: 
 This paper proposes a novel scheme (DOPS) for virtual resource allocation on a SOC, with three key 
contributions listed below. Optimization of task’s resource allocation under user’s budget: With a realistic 
monetary model, we suggest a solution which can improve the task execution performance based on its assigned 
resources under the user cost [11]. We prove its optimality using the KKT conditions in the convex-optimization 
approach. Maximized resource utilization based on PSM: In order to further make use of the idle resources, we 
discover a dynamic scheme by joining the above algorithm with PSM and the arrival/completion of new tasks 
[8]. This can give induce to users by gaining an extra share of unused resource without more payment. We also 
provide fault-tolerance support for a (DOPS-based, PG-CAN-enabled) SOC system; we will also conduct 
sensitivity analysis of how violation of our model assumptions would impact the optimal resource allocation 
[14].In the future, we will study about the performance improvement in scheduling the task. We will also 
discover energy efficient resource management in both within the cloud data center as well as across multiple 
data center (inter cloud). 
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